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Self and Peer Evaluation
Your Name:

Classroom Instructor's Name:

Team Facilitators' Name: (A)

Team Number:

Team Facilitators' Name: (B)

Session Number: Date (mm/dd/yyyy)

/

/

First record the information requested above. Then fill in your answer to each of the questions below using the scale from
1 ('strongly disagree') to 7 ('strongly agree'). There is one section for your self evaluation and sections for each of your
teammates. Please fill in your teammates' names in the blank before answering the section. Include any extra comments
in the following boxes and may attach extra sheets if necessary. Thank your for your time in completing this form.
Self Evaluation:
To what degree is each statement true for yourself?

Strongly disagree
1

1.

I am a cooperative, responsible team member........................................................

2.

I can set, focus and meet goals................................................................................

3.

I can provide leadership and direction while supporting my team's goals...........

4.

I prioritize team building skills.................................................................................

2

Strongly agree
3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

6

7

5. I conduct myself in a professional manner..............................................................
Comments:

Peer Evaluation for
To what degree is each statement true for this teammate?
6.

My teammate was a cooperative, responsible member of the team.......................

7.

My teammate contributed to our goals throught active participation....................

8.

My team benefited from this team member's prescence and effort.......................

9.

My teammate demonstrated effective group behaviors..........................................

Strongly disagree
1

2

Strongly agree
6

7

10. I would be happy to work with this team member in a future work enviroment....
Comments:

Peer Evaluation for
To what degree is each statement true for this teammate?

Strongly disagree
1

11. My teammate was a cooperative, responsible member of the team.......................
12. My teammate contributed to our goals throught active participation....................
13. My team benefited from this team member's prescence and effort.......................
14. My teammate demonstrated effective group behaviors..........................................
15. I would be happy to work with this team member in a future work enviroment....
Comments:

2

Strongly agree
6

7
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Peer Evaluation for
To what degree is each statement true for this teammate?

Strongly disagree
1

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

Strongly agree
6

7

16. My teammate was a cooperative, responsible member of the team.......................
17. My teammate contributed to our goals throught active participation....................
18. My team benefited from this team member's prescence and effort.......................
19. My teammate demonstrated effective group behaviors..........................................
20. I would be happy to work with this team member in a future work enviroment....
Comments:

Peer Evaluation for
To what degree is each statement true for this teammate?

Strongly disagree
1

2

Strongly agree
6

7

21. My teammate was a cooperative, responsible member of the team.......................
22. My teammate contributed to our goals throught active participation....................
23. My team benefited from this team member's prescence and effort.......................
24. My teammate demonstrated effective group behaviors.........................................
25. I would be happy to work with this team member in a future work enviroment....
Comments:

Peer Evaluation for
To what degree is each statement true for this teammate?

Strongly disagree
1

2

Strongly agree
6

7

26. My teammate was a cooperative, responsible member of the team.......................
27. My teammate contributed to our goals throught active participation....................
28. My team benefited from this team member's prescence and effort.......................
29. My teammate demonstrated effective group behaviors.........................................
30. I would be happy to work with this team member in a future work enviroment....
Comments:

Peer Evaluation for
To what degree is each statement true for this teammate?

Strongly disagree
1

2

Strongly agree
6

31. My teammate was a cooperative, responsible member of the team.......................
32. My teammate contributed to our goals throught active participation....................
33. My team benefited from this team member's prescence and effort.......................
34. My teammate demonstrated effective group behaviors.........................................
35. I would be happy to work with this team member in a future work enviroment....
Comments:
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